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Abstract. We propose a mediator model for providing inte-
grated and unified access to multiple taxonomy-based sources.
Each source comprises a taxonomy and a database that indexes
objects under the terms of the taxonomy.A mediator comprises
a taxonomy and a set of relations between the mediator’s and
the sources’terms, called articulations. By combining different
modes of query evaluation at the sources and the mediator and
different types of query translation, a flexible, efficient scheme
of mediator operation is obtained that can accommodate vari-
ous application needs and levels of answer quality. We adopt a
simple conceptual modeling approach (taxonomies and inter-
taxonomy mappings) and we illustrate its advantages in terms
of ease of use, uniformity, scalability, and efficiency. These
characteristics make this proposal appropriate for a large-scale
network of sources and mediators.

Keywords: Mediators – Taxonomies – Approximate query
translation – Information integration

1 Introduction

The need for integrated and unified access to multiple infor-
mation sources has stimulated research on mediators (initially
proposed in [78]). Roughly, a mediator is a secondary infor-
mation source aiming at providing a uniform interface to a
number of underlying sources (which may be primary or sec-
ondary). Users submit queries to the mediator. Upon receiving
a user query, the mediator queries the underlying sources. This
involves selecting the sources to be queried and formulating
the query to be sent to each source. These tasks are accom-
plished based on what the mediator “knows” about the under-
lying sources. Finally, the mediator appropriately combines
the returned results and delivers the final answer to the user.

In this paper we consider information sources over a com-
mon domain consisting of a denumerable set of objects. For
example, in the environment of the Web, the domain could be
the set of all Web pages, specifically, the set of all pointers
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to Web pages. Each source has a taxonomy, i.e., a structured
set of names, or terms, that are familiar to the users of the
source. In particular, the taxonomies considered in this paper
consist of a set of terms structured by a subsumption relation.
In addition, each source maintains a database storing objects
that are of interest to its users. Specifically, each object in the
database of a source is indexed under one or more terms of the
taxonomy of that source. In quest for objects of interest, a user
can browse the source taxonomy until he reaches the desired
terms, or he can query the source by submitting a boolean ex-
pression of terms. The source will then return the appropriate
set of objects. In the environment of the Web, general-purpose
catalogs, such as Yahoo! or Open Directory,1 domain-specific
catalogs/gateways (e.g., for medicine, physics, tourism), as
well as personal bookmarks of Web browsers can be consid-
ered as examples of such sources.

However, although several sources may carry information
about the same domain, they usually employ different tax-
onomies, with terms that correspond to different natural lan-
guages, or different levels of granularity. For example, con-
sider two sources S1 and S2 that both provide access to elec-
tronic products as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b. Each source con-
sists of a taxonomy plus a database that indexes objects under
the terms of that taxonomy. However, the two sources provide
different information about electronic products, as seen in the
figures. Suppose now that we want to provide unified access to
these two sources through a single taxonomy that is familiar
to a specific group of users. An example of such a unifying
taxonomy is shown in Fig. 1c and constitutes part of what we
call a “mediator”.

A mediator is a secondary source that can bridge the het-
erogeneities that may exist between two or more sources in
order to provide unified access to those sources. Specifically,
a mediator has a taxonomy with terminology and structuring
that reflects the needs of its potential users but does not main-
tain a database of objects. Instead, the mediator maintains a
number of articulations to the sources. An articulation to a
source is a set of relationships between the terms of the me-
diator and the terms of that source. These relationships are
defined by the designer of the mediator at design time and are

1 http://dmoz.org
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stored at the mediator. Figure 2 shows the general architecture
of a mediator.

Users formulate queries over the taxonomy of the media-
tor, and it is the task of the mediator to choose the sources to be
queried and to formulate the query to be sent to each source. To
this end, the mediator uses the articulations to translate queries
over its own taxonomy to queries over the taxonomies of the
articulated sources. Then it is again the task of the mediator
to combine the results returned by the sources appropriately
to produce the final answer.

An essential feature that distinguishes our work is that we
adopt a simple conceptual modeling approach for both sources
and mediators. This conceptual modeling approach has the fol-
lowing advantages: (a) it is very easy to create the conceptual
model of a source or a mediator, and (b) the integration of
information from multiple sources can be done very easily.
Indeed, as we shall see, the articulations offer a uniform and
easy-to-use method to bridge naming, contextual, and gran-
ularity heterogeneities between the conceptual models of the
sources. Given this conceptual modeling approach, the me-
diator does not have to tackle complex structural differences
between the sources (as happens in mediators for relational
databases).

Another essential feature that distinguishes our approach
is that a source can provide two types of answer to a given
query, namely, a sure answer or a possible answer. The first
type of answer is appropriate for a user who does not want to
retrieve objects that are not relevant to his information need,
while the second is for a user who does not want to miss objects
that are relevant to his information need. Moreover, as exact
translation of user queries is not always possible, a user query
to the mediator admits two types of approximation – lower or
upper translation.

What kind of translation will be used at the mediator level
and what kind of answer will be requested at the source level
is decided by the mediator designer at design time and/or the
mediator user at query time. Therefore, a prominent feature

of our approach is that sources and mediators can operate in a
variety of modes according to specific application needs. As
a consequence, our mediators are quite flexible and can adapt
to a variety of situations.

A main objective of this paper is to prescribe easy-to-use
and formally sound methods for building mediators. In the
context of the Web, our mediators can be used for providing
unified access to multiple Web catalogs. An advantage of our
approach is that a mediator can be constructed quite easily;
therefore ordinary Web users can use it to define their own
mediators. In this sense, this approach can be used for person-
alizing existing Web catalogs. Furthermore, it can be used for
building mediators over XFML [1] information bases (XFML
aims at applying the faceted classification paradigm in the
context of the Web).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the information sources and the query answer-
ing process at a single source. Section 3 defines the architecture
of a mediator over a set of sources and the different modes in
which a mediator can operate. Section 4 discusses query eval-
uation, and Sect. 5 discusses enhancements of the query an-
swering process. Section 6 discusses various extensions of our
model. Section 7 discusses related work and, finally, Sect. 8
concludes the paper and discusses further research. All proofs
are given in the Appendix.

2 The sources

Why taxonomies

Taxonomies are probably the oldest and most widely used con-
ceptual modeling tool. Nevertheless, it is a powerful tool still
used in Web directories (e.g., Google and Yahoo!), content
management (hierarchical structures are used to classify doc-
uments), Web publishing (many authoring tools require one to
organize the contents of portals according to some hierarchi-
cal structure), Web services (services are typically classified
in a hierarchical form), marketplaces (goods are classified in
hierarchical catalogs), personal file systems, personal book-
marks for the Web, libraries (e.g., Thesauri [40]), and in very
large collections of objects (e.g., see [61]). Although more so-
phisticated conceptual models (including concepts, attributes,
relations, and axioms) have emerged and have recently been
employed even for metatagging on the Web [48,75], almost
all of them have a backbone consisting of a subsumption hi-
erarchy, i.e., a taxonomy.

Furthermore, a taxonomy-based conceptual modeling ap-
proach has several advantages in large and open domains. In
a very broad domain, such as the set of all Web pages, it is not
easy to identify the classes of the domain because the domain
is too wide and different users, or applications, conceptualize
it differently, e.g., one class of the conceptual model according
to one user may correspond to a value of an attribute of a class
of the conceptual model according to another user. For exam-
ple, Fig. 3 shows two different conceptual models for the same
domain. We consider only two objects of the domain, denoted
by the natural numbers 1 and 2.

The conceptual model of Fig. 3a is appropriate for building
an information system for a furniture store, while the concep-
tual model of Fig. 3b is appropriate for building an information
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system for a department store. The classes of model a, i.e., the
classes Tables, Chairs, and Couches, have been defined
so as to distinguish the objects of the domain according to their
use. On the other hand, the classes of model b, i.e., the classes
Wooden, Plastic, and Glassware, have been defined so
as to distinguish the objects of the domain according to their
material. This kind of distinction is useful for a department
store, as it determines (to some degree) the placement of the
objects in the various departments of the store. Figure 4 shows
a conceptual model for the same domain that consists of terms
and subsumption links only, i.e., a taxonomy. This conceptual
modeling approach seems to be more application independent.
All criteria (characteristics) for distinguishing the objects are
equally “honored”.

A simple conceptual modeling approach, where each con-
ceptual model is a taxonomy, has three main advantages. The
first is that it is very easy to create the conceptual model of
a source or a mediator. Even ordinary Web users can design
this kind of conceptual models. Besides, the queries submit-
ted by ordinary users are mostly bags of words, not structured
queries. Furthermore, the design can be done more systemati-
cally if done following a faceted approach (e.g., see [56,58]).
In addition, thanks to techniques that have emerged recently
[71], taxonomies of compound terms can also be defined in a
flexible and systematic manner.

The second advantage is that the simplicity and modeling
uniformity of taxonomies allow for integrating the contents
of several sources without having to tackle complex structural
differences. Indeed, as will be seen in subsequent sections,
intertaxonomy mappings offer a uniform method of bridging
naming, contextual, and granularity heterogeneities among
the taxonomies of the sources. Given this conceptual mod-
eling approach, a mediator does not have to tackle complex
structural differences between the sources, as happens with
relational mediators (e.g., see [36,46]) and description logics-
based mediators (e.g., see [13,42]). Moreover, it allows the
integration of schema and data in a uniform manner. Another

advantage of this conceptual modeling approach is that query
evaluation in taxonomy-based sources and mediators can be
done efficiently (polynomial time).

The third advantage is that this conceptual modeling ap-
proach makes the automatic construction of mappings possi-
ble [68]. This is also the major drawback of the current more
expressive Web annotation languages.

Due to the above benefits (conceptual modeling simplicity,
integration flexibility, efficient query evaluation), taxonomies
are worthy of further investigation. The only assumption that
we make is that the domain is a set of objects that we want to
index and subsequently retrieve without concerning ourselves
with the relationships that may hold between the objects of
the domain.

Defining a source

Let Obj denote the set of all objects of a domain common
to several information sources. A typical example of such a
domain is the set of all pointers to Web pages. We assume that
each source has a taxonomy, defined as follows:

Definition 1 A taxonomy is a pair (T, �), where T is a termi-
nology, i.e., a set of names, or terms, and � is a subsumption
relation over T , which is a reflexive and transitive relation over
T .

If a and b are terms of T , we say that a is subsumed
by b if a � b; we also say that b subsumes a; for example,
Databases� Informatics, Canaries� Birds. We
say that two terms a and b are equivalent, and write a ∼ b,
if both a � b and b � a hold, e.g., Computer Science
∼ Informatics. Note that the subsumption relation is a
preorder over T and that ∼ is an equivalence relation over the
terms of T . Moreover, � is a partial order over the equivalence
classes of terms.

We assume that, in addition to its taxonomy, each source
has a stored interpretation I of its terminology, i.e., a function
I : T → 2Obj that associates each term of T with a set of
objects. Here we use the symbol 2Obj to denote the powerset
of Obj. Figure 5 shows an example of a source.

In this and subsequent figures, the objects are represented
by natural numbers and membership of objects in the inter-
pretation of a term is indicated by a dotted arrow from the
object to that term. For example, objects 1 and 3 in Fig. 5 are
members of the interpretation of the termJournalArticle
as these objects are connected to JournalArticle with
dotted arrows. Moreover, as these are the only objects
connected to JournalArticle by dotted arrows, they
make up the interpretation of JournalArticle, i.e.,
I(JournalArticle) = {1, 3}.

Subsumption of terms is indicated by a continuous-line
arrow from the subsumed term to the subsuming term. For
example, the term RDB in Fig. 5 is subsumed by DB as there
is a continuous-line arrow going from RDB to DB; this arrow
indicates that RDB � DB.

Note that we do not represent the entire subsumption re-
lation but rather a subset of it sufficient to generate the entire
relation. In particular, we do not represent the reflexive or the
transitive arrows of the subsumption relation.
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Equivalence of terms is indicated by a continuous nonori-
ented line connecting the terms that are equivalent. For exam-
ple, the term Databases is equivalent to the term DB since
these two terms are connected by a continuous nonoriented
line. Note that equivalence captures the notion of synonymy
and that each equivalence class simply contains alternative
terms for naming a given set of objects.

For technical reasons that will become clear shortly, we
assume that every terminology T contains two special terms,
the top term, denoted by �, and the bottom term, denoted by
⊥. The top term subsumes every other term t, i.e., t � �.
The bottom term is strictly subsumed by every other term t
different than top and bottom, i.e., ⊥ � ⊥, ⊥ � �, and
⊥ ≺ t, for every t such that t �= � and t �= ⊥. Moreover, we
assume that every interpretation I of T satisfies the condition
I(⊥) = ∅.

Querying a source

Each source responds to queries over its own terminology. A
query is either a term or a combination of terms using the
usual connectives ∧, ∨, ¬, and (). For technical reasons that
will become clear shortly, we shall also use the concept of
empty query, denoted by ε. More formally, a query is defined
as follows:

Definition 2 Let T be a terminology. A query over T is any
string derived by the following grammar, where t is a term of
T :

q ::= t | q ∧ q′ | q ∨ q′ | q ∧ ¬q′ | (q) | ε.

Note that our use of negation corresponds to domain-
restricted negation.

In what follows, given a query q we define two answers of
q, which we call the sure and possible answer. To this end, we
need some preliminary definitions and notations.

The set of interpretations of a given terminology T can be
ordered using pointwise set inclusion.

Definition 3 Given two interpretations I , I ′ of T , we call I
less than or equal to I ′, and we write I � I ′, if I(t) ⊆ I ′(t)
for each term t ∈ T .

Note that � is a partial order over interpretations.
A source answers queries based on the stored interpreta-

tion of its terminology. However, in order for query answer-
ing to make sense, the interpretation that a source uses for
answering queries must respect the structure of the source’s
taxonomy (i.e., the relation �) in the following sense: if t � t′,

then I(t) ⊆ I(t′). For example, consider a source whose tax-
onomy contains only three terms: DB, AI, and Computer
Science, where DB � Computer Science and AI �
Computer Science. Assume that in the stored interpre-
tation I of the source we have: I(DB) �= ∅, I(AI) �= ∅, and
I(ComputerScience) = ∅. Clearly, I does not respect the
structure of the taxonomy, as DB � Computer Science,
and yet I(DB) �⊆ I(ComputerScience). However, I is ac-
ceptable as we can “augment” it to a new interpretation I ′ that
does respect the structure of the taxonomy. The interpretation
I ′ is defined as follows: I ′(DB) = I(DB), I ′(AI) = I(AI),
I ′(ComputerScience) = I(ComputerScience) ∪ I(DB) ∪
I(AI). An interpretation such as I ′ that respects the structure
of a taxonomy is what we call a model of that taxonomy.

Definition 4 An interpretation I is a model of a taxonomy
(T, �) if for all t, t′ in T , if t � t′, then I(t) ⊆ I(t′).

For brevity hereafter we shall sometimes write T instead
of (T, �) whenever no confusion is possible.

Now, as there may be several models of T in general, we
assume that each source answers queries from one or more
designated models induced by its stored interpretation. In this
paper we will use two specific models for answering queries,
the sure model and the possible model. To define these models
formally, we need to introduce the notions of tail and head of
a term.

Definition 5 Given a term t ∈ T we define

tail(t) = {s ∈ T | s � t} and head(t) = {u ∈ T | t � u}.

Note that t and all terms that are equivalent to t belong to
both tail(t) and head(t). Also note that tail(t) always con-
tains the bottom term ⊥ and head(t) always contains the top
term �.

Definition 6 Given an interpretation I of T , we define the sure
model of T generated by I , denoted by I−, as follows:

I−(t) =
⋃

{I(s) | s ∈ tail(t)}.

Intuitively, the stored set I(t) consists of the objects that
are known to be indexed under t. The set I−(t), on the other
hand, consists of the objects known to be indexed under t
plus the objects that are known to be indexed under terms
subsumed by t. Therefore, I−(t) consists of all objects that
are surely indexed under t with respect to I and �. Figure 6
shows an example of a source and its sure model I−.

Proposition 1 If I is an interpretation of T , then I− is the
unique minimal model of T that is greater than or equal to I .

Definition 7 Given a taxonomy T and interpretation I , we
define the possible model of T generated by I , denoted by I+,
as follows:

I+(t) =
⋂

{I−(u) | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t}.

As is clear from its definition, the set I+(t) consists of the
objects known to be indexed under each term strictly subsum-
ing t. Therefore, I+(t) consists of all objects that are possibly
indexed under t with respect to I and �. An example of the
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possible model of a source is given in Fig. 6. In this example
we have

I+(Reflex) = {1}
I+(UnderwaterMovingCams) = {3, 4}.

Note that the possible interpretations of the terms Cameras
and UnderwaterDevices are the set of all stored objects.
This is so because the head of each of these terms contains
only the term itself and the top term �; thus we have

I+(Cameras) = I+(UnderwaterDevices) = I−(�) =

=
⋃

{I(s) | s � �}.

Note that since head(�) = {�}, the set { u ∈ head(�) |
u �∼ �} is empty. This means that I+(�), i.e.,

⋂{I−(u) | u ∈
head(�) and u �∼ �} is actually the intersection of an empty
family of subsets of Obj. However, according to the Zermelo
axioms of set theory2 (see [10] for an overview), the intersec-
tion of an empty family of subsets of a universe is equal to
the universe. In our case, the universe is the set of all objects
known to the source, i.e., the set I−(�); thus we conclude that
I+(�) = I−(�).

Proposition 2 If I is an interpretation of T , then I+ is a model
of T and I � I− � I+.

It follows from the above proposition that for every term
t we have I−(t) ⊆ I+(t).

We view the stored interpretation I as the result of index-
ing. However, although we may assume that indexing is done
correctly, certain objects may not have been indexed under
all terms that could apply to them. For example, object 1 in
Fig. 6 is indexed underStillCams but not underCameras,

2 We do not mean here the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms.

and object 3 is indexed under MovingPictureCams
and UnderwaterDevices but not under Underwater
MovingCams. Note that object 3 could in fact be an
UnderwaterMovingCamera but was not indexed under
this term because either the indexer did not use this term or
the term UnderwaterMovingCamera was defined after
the indexing of object 3 was performed.

Consequently, given a query that consists of a single term
t, we may want to answer it in either of two ways: (a) by
including in the answer only objects that are known to be
indexed under t or (b) by including in the answer objects that
are possibly indexed under t. In the first case, the answer is
the set I−(t), while in the second it is the set I+(t).

Remark. If we consider that each term corresponds to a prop-
erty or characteristic of the objects of a domain, then t � t′
means that if an object has the property t, then it also has the
property t′. In this view, I(t) consists of the objects where
each has the set of properties head(t), I−(t) consists of the
objects where each has at least the set of properties head(t),
i.e., some of the objects in I−(t) have one or more properties
t′ such that t′ � t, and, finally, I+(t) consists of the objects
where each has at least the set of properties head(t) \ {t}. �

Referring to Definition 2, let us now define query answer-
ing for a general query q.

Definition 8 Let q be a query over a terminology T and let I
be an interpretation of T .
(a) The sure answer of q, denoted by I−(q), is a set of objects
defined as follows:

I−(t) =
⋃{I(s) | s ∈ tail(t)}

I−(q ∧ q′) = I−(q) ∩ I−(q′)
I−(q ∨ q′) = I−(q) ∪ I−(q′)
I−(q ∧ ¬q′) = I−(q) \ I−(q′)
I−(ε) = ∅.

(b) The possible answer of q, denoted by I+(q), is a set of
objects defined as follows:

I+(t) =
⋂{I−(u) | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t}

I+(q ∧ q′) = I+(q) ∩ I+(q′)
I+(q ∨ q′) = I+(q) ∪ I+(q′)
I+(q ∧ ¬q′) = I+(q) \ I−(q′)
I+(ε) = ∅.

It follows easily from the above definition that for every
query q we have I−(q) ⊆ I+(q). This means that the sure
answer of a query q is always included in the possible answer
of q.

Note that we interpret I+(q ∧ ¬q′) by I+(q) \ I−(q′) and
not by I+(q) \ I+(q′). This is because if we had interpreted
I+(q ∧ ¬q′) by I+(q) \ I+(q′), then we could have found
queries q for which I−(q) ⊃ I+(q), contrary to intuition. For
example, consider a terminology T with three terms a, b, and c
such that c � b � a and an interpretation I such that I(c) = ∅,
I(b) = {1}, and I(a) = {2}.

Then for q = a∧¬c we would have had I−(q) = I−(a)\
I−(c) = {1, 2} and I+(q) = I+(a) \ I+(c) = {2}, i.e.,
I−(q) ⊃ I+(q). However, with our definition we have I+(a∧
¬c) = I+(a) \ I−(c) = {1, 2}, i.e., the relation I− � I+ is
preserved.
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User interaction with a source consists in submitting a
query q plus the nature of the desired answer (sure or possi-
ble). The source then responds by computing I−(q) or I+(q)
according to the user’s desire. The possibility of providing two
types of answer to a query can enhance the quality of user in-
teraction with the source. For example, the user may submit a
query and require a sure answer. If the sure answer is empty,
this may mean either that no object has been indexed under the
user’s query or that the objects have been indexed at a coarser
level. So if the sure answer turns out to be empty, then the user
can ask for the possible answer to his query. In the possible
answer, the user can see objects related to, but not necessarily
indexed under, his query. Another possibility is that the sure
answer to the query is not empty but the user just likes to see
more objects related to his query, just at a coarser level. In this
case, again, the user can ask for a possible answer to his query.

A source can be implemented using any of a number of
data models. For example, using the relational model [18], a
source can be implemented as a database schema consisting
of three tables, one for storing the terminology, one for storing
the subsumption relation, and one for storing the interpretation
I .

TERMINOLOGY(term-id:Int, term-name:Str),
SUBSUMPTION(term1:Int, term2:Int),
INTERPRETATION(term-id:Int, obj:Int).

Note that each term of the terminology is stored in the
form of a pair <term-id, term-name>, where “term-id” is an
internal identifier.

Concerning query evaluation at a source, there are basi-
cally two approaches. The first approach consists in computing
and storing the models I− and I+ and then using these stored
models for computing answers to queries. This can be done
using algorithms that follow easily from Definition 8. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that answers can be computed in
a straightforward manner from the stored models. The disad-
vantage is increased space requirements as well as increased
maintenance costs for the stored models. Indeed, whenever the
taxonomy or the interpretation I changes, I− and I+ must be
updated appropriately. This requires an efficient method for
handling updates since recomputing I− and I+ from scratch
would be inefficient.

The second approach consists of storing only the interpre-
tation I and, whenever a query q is submitted, computing the
appropriate answer, I−(q) or I+(q), using I . The computation
of I−(q) can be done in a straightforward manner following
Definition 8a.

The computation of I+(q) can be done again following
Definition 8b but requires the previous computation of I−(t)
for all terms t that subsume terms appearing in the query.
The advantage of this approach is that we have no additional
space requirements and no additional maintenance costs. The
disadvantage is increased time cost for the computation of the
answers.

The relative merits of the two approaches depend on the
application at hand as well as on the frequency by which the
taxonomy and/or the stored interpretation of the source are
updated. In both approaches we need algorithms for comput-
ing the head and the tail of a term. However, if we compute
the transitive closure of the subsumption relation by one of
the existing algorithms (e.g., see [54]), then the algorithms

for computing the head and tail of a term follow immediately
from Definition 5. The complexity of evaluating the transitive
closure of � is polynomial.

For instance, the time complexity of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm is cubic in the number of terms, and the space used
is at most quadratic in the number of terms. If the entire sub-
sumption relation � is stored, i.e., if the transitive links are
stored, then the computation of head(t) and tail(t) can be
done in O(|�|) time. If only the interpretation I is stored,
then the computation of I−(t) requires taking the union of
at most |T | subsets of Obj. If U denotes the set of objects
that are stored in the source,3 then the union of two subsets of
Obj can be computed in O(|U |) time. Thus the computation
of I−(t) can be done in O(|T | ∗ |U |) time. 4 If the sure model
I− is stored, then the computation of I+(t) requires taking
the intersection of at most |T | subsets of Obj. Thus the com-
putation of I+(t) can be done in O(|T | ∗ |U |) time. If only the
interpretation I is stored, then the computation of I+(t) can
be done as follows:

I+(t) =
⋂
u�t

(⋃
{I(s) | s � u}

)
.

This computation can be done in O(|T |2 ∗ |U |) time.

3 The mediator

So far we have seen that an information source over an under-
lying set of objects Obj consists of

(1) a taxonomy (T, �) and
(2) a stored interpretation I of T .

The terminology T contains terms that are familiar to users
of the source, the subsumption relation � contains relation-
ships between terms of T , and the stored interpretation I as-
sociates each term t with the objects that are indexed under t
(by the indexer).

Consider now a set of sources S1, ..., Sk over the same un-
derlying set of objects Obj. In general, two different sources
may have different terminologies either because the users of
the two sources are familiar with different sets of terms or be-
cause one source indexes objects at a different level of granu-
larity than the other. The two sources may also have different
subsumption relations as the relationships between any two
given terms may be perceived differently in the two sources.
Finally, two different sources may have different stored inter-
pretations; for example, some objects may have been indexed
by one source but not by the other.

Clearly if one wants to combine or integrate information
coming from different sources, one has to cope with the above
heterogeneities. One way of rendering all these heterogeneities
transparent to users is through the use of mediators (initially
proposed in [78]).

The problem of information integration has attracted con-
siderable attention in the last few years, especially in the area of
databases (see [31] for a comprehensive overview). The main

3 Specifically, U = {o ∈ Obj | ∃ t ∈ T s.t. o ∈ I(t)}.
4 Note that here we express the execution time with respect to two

parameters: the size of the terminology and the number of the stored
objects.
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idea is to have users access information sources through a com-
mon schema that reflects their needs. Two main approaches
seem to have emerged, namely, the virtual view approach and
the materialized view approach. In the first, only the common
schema is stored (but no data), while in the second (also called
the warehouse approach) both the common schema and data
over that schema are stored. Our approach is similar in spirit
to the virtual view approach.

In our approach, a mediator M has a taxonomy (T, �)
that reflects the needs of its potential users but has no stored
objects. Instead, each term at the mediator is related directly or
indirectly to terms in the underlying sources. More formally,
a mediator is defined as follows:

Definition 9 A mediator M over k sources S1 = 〈(T1, �1
), I1〉,...,Sk = 〈(Tk, �k), Ik〉 consists of:
(1) a taxonomy (T, �) and
(2) a set of articulations ai, one for each source Si; each
articulation ai is a subsumption relation over T ∪ Ti.

Roughly speaking, a mediator is just like a source but with
an important difference: there is no interpretation stored at the
mediator. What is stored at the mediator, instead, is the set of
articulations ai, one for each source Si. For example, suppose
that we want to integrate two Web catalogs that provide access
to pages about electronic products. In particular, consider the
sources S1 and S2 shown in Fig. 7 and assume that we want
to provide access to these sources through a mediator M as
shown in that figure. To achieve integration, we enrich the
mediator with articulations, i.e., with relationships that relate
the terms of the mediator to the terms of the sources, as shown
in Fig. 7. The articulations a1 and a2 shown in Fig. 7 are the
following sets of subsumption relationships:

a1 = {PhotoCameras � Cameras,

StillCameras � PhotoCameras,

Miniature � StillCameras,

Instant � StillCameras, Reflex1 � StillCameras,

Reflex1 � Reflex, Reflex � Reflex1}
a2 = {Products � Electronics, SLRCams � Reflex,

VideoCams � MovingPictureCams,

MovingPictureCams � VideoCams}

Note that a1 is a subsumption relation over T ∪ T1 and
a2 is a subsumption relation over T ∪ T2, as required by the
definition of an articulation (Def. 9).

Figure 8 shows another example of a mediator over three
sources. These three sources provide access to tourist infor-
mation, and the information is organized by location.

Now, in the presence of several sources, one and the same
term may appear in two or more sources. If the same term
appears in two different sources, then we consider the two
appearances as two different terms. This is denoted here by
subscripting each term of a source Si by the subscript i and
can be implemented in practice by, say, prefixing each term
by the name of the source in which the term appears. Take, for
example, the term DB and suppose that it appears in sources
Si and Sj . Then, from the mediator’s point of view there are
two distinct terms: the term DBi in source Si and the term DBj

S2

stored I1

S1

stored I2

M
articulation a1

articulation a2

SLRCams

Phones

Products
PhotoCameras

InstantMiniature Reflex

VideoCams

Cameras

Electronics

Still Cameras

MovingPicture Cams

Reflex

Mobile

Fig. 7. A mediator over two catalogs of electronic products
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Chania

Epirus

Pelion
Heraklion

Epirus

Cephalonia

Eptanisa

Corfu

Cephalonia

Rethymnon Heraklion

Fig. 8. A mediator over three catalogs of tourist information

in source Sj . This is reasonable as the same term can have
different interpretations (meanings) in different sources. Thus
for every i �= j we assume Ti ∩ Tj = ∅, and for every i we
assume T ∩Ti = ∅. In this way we overcome the problems of
homonyms. Under these assumptions, two terms are consid-
ered equivalent, e.g., DBi ∼ DBj , only if they can be shown
to be equivalent through the articulations ai and aj , e.g., DBi

and DBj are equivalent if there is a term t in T such that
t ∼ai DBi and t ∼aj DBj .

Integrating objects from several sources often requires
restoring the context of these objects, i.e., adding informa-
tion that is missing from the original representation of the
objects that concerns the context of the objects. Consider, for
example, a mediator that provides access to electronic prod-
ucts according to the type of the products and according to
the location of the stores that sell these products. Suppose that
the mediator has two underlying sources S1 and S2, as shown
in Fig. 9. Assume that S1 is the source of a store located in
Heraklion, while S2 is the source of a store located in Paris.
The context of the objects of each source, here the location
of the store that sells each product, can be restored by adding
appropriate relationships to the articulations. Specifically, for
defining that all PhotoCameras of the source S1 are avail-
able through a store located in Heraklion, it suffices to put
in the articulation a1 the relationship

PhotoCameras1 � Heraklion,

while for defining that all products of the source S2 are avail-
able through a store located in Paris, it suffices to put in the
articulation a2 the following relationship:

�2 � Paris.
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Location

Greece France

ParisHeraklion

S1 S2

a1

M

a2

stored I1 stored I2

VideoCamsReflex

PhotoCameras

MobilePhones

Cameras

Still Moving

Fig. 9. Using articulations to restore the context of source objects

This example demonstrates how the articulations of the medi-
ator can restore the context of the objects.

Turning now to query answering, we recall that the me-
diator receives queries over its own terminology T . Now, as
the mediator has no stored interpretation of T , the only way
to obtain one is by querying the underlying sources. However,
as the mediator and the sources have different terminologies,
to compute the interpretation of a term t ∈ T , the mediator
sends to each source Si a translation of t, i.e., a query that
can be answered by the source, and then takes the union of the
answers returned by the sources. The definition of translations
is based on the articulations of the mediator.

Thus we will actually define an interpretation I of the
mediator terminology based on the interpretations Ii stored
at the sources, on the one hand, and on the articulations ai,
i = 1, .., k, on the other. Conceptually, once the interpretation
I of the mediator is defined, the mediator can answer queries
just like any other source does, i.e., from its sure model I−
and from its possible model I+.

To define the mediator interpretation I we proceed as fol-
lows. For every term t of the mediator terminology T :

1. First, we define a translation ti of t in ai in the form of a
query to source Si, i = 1, .., k.

2. Then, we evaluate the query ti at source Si, i = 1, .., k.
3. Finally, we define I(t) by taking the union of the answers

to the queries ti returned by the sources.

Now, there are two ways to translate t using the articulation
ai; we shall call these the upper approximation of t and the
lower approximation of t in ai. Roughly speaking, the upper
approximation of t in ai is the conjunction of all terms of Ti

that subsume t in ai, and the lower approximation of t in ai

is the disjunction of all terms of Ti that t subsumes in ai. To
define these notions formally, we need the notions of tail and
head of a term relative to an articulation:

Definition 10 Given a term t ∈ T and articulation ai, we
define

taili(t) = {s ∈ Ti | sait} and headi(t) = {u ∈ Ti | taiu}.

Definition 11 Let M = (T, �, a1, ..., ak) be a mediator over
sources S1, .., Sk. If t is a term of T , then

• the lower approximation of t with respect to ai, denoted
by til , is defined by

til =
∨

taili(t);

• the upper approximation of t with respect to ai, denoted
by tiu, is defined by

tiu =

{∧
headi(t), if headi(t) �= ∅

til, otherwise

Note that if headi(t) = ∅, then we consider that tiu = til =∨
taili(t). The reason behind this choice is that we want the

interpretation obtained by using lower approximation to be
less than or equal to (�) the interpretation obtained by using
the upper approximation.

Here are some examples of approximations for the medi-
ator shown in Fig. 7:

StillCameras1
l =Miniature∨Instant∨Reflex

StillCameras1
u = PhotoCameras

Reflex1
l = Reflex

Reflex1
u = Reflex ∧ PhotoCameras

Reflex2
l = SLRCams

Cameras1
l = PhotoCameras ∨ Miniature ∨

Instant ∨ Reflex
Cameras1

u = PhotoCameras ∨ Miniature ∨
Instant ∨ Reflex
MovingPictureCams1

u = MovingPictureCams1
l = ε.

Note that for a given term t ∈ T the evaluation of tiu re-
quires the previous evaluation of headi(t), and the evaluation
of til requires the previous evaluation of taili(t). However, if
we compute the transitive closure of ai, then the evaluation of
headi(t) and taili(t) is straightforward.

Now, the approximations tiu and til of t are actually queries
to the source Si, and as such each can have a sure answer and a
possible answer (Sect. 2). As a consequence, we can define at
least four different interpretations I for the mediator. Assum-
ing for simplicity that all sources respond in the same manner,
i.e., either all give a sure answer or all give a possible answer,
we can define exactly four interpretations for the mediator that
we shall denote by Il−, Il+, Iu−, Iu+. These interpretations
are defined as follows:

1 Lower approximation of t at mediator and sure answer
from sources:
Il−(t) =

⋃k
i=1 I−

i (til).
2 Lower approximation of t at mediator and possible answer

from sources:
Il+(t) =

⋃k
i=1 I+

i (til).
3 Upper approximation of t at mediator and sure answer

from sources:
Iu−(t) =

⋃k
i=1 I−

i (tiu).
4 Upper approximation of t at mediator and possible answer

from sources:
Iu+(t) =

⋃k
i=1 I+

i (tiu).

So, the mediator can answer queries submitted by its users
based on any of the four interpretations above. Moreover, for
any of these four interpretations, the mediator can give either
a sure answer or a possible answer – just like any source can
(Sect. 2). By consequence, we can distinguish eight possible
modes in which a mediator can operate. Each mode essentially
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Table 1. Modes in which a mediator can operate

Oper. Term Query Query Answer

mode at approx. eval. eval. at model of

med. at med. at source med. med.

1 lower sure sure I−
l−

2 lower possible sure I−
l+

3 upper sure sure I−
u−

4 upper possible sure I−
u+

5 lower sure possible I+
l−

6 lower possible possible I+
l+

7 upper sure possible I+
u−

8 upper possible possible I+
u+

I+

l+I−
l−I+

l−I−
u−I−

u+I−
u−I+

u+I+
l+

Fig. 10. Ordering (
) of eight answer models of the mediator

corresponds to a different answer model of the mediator. The
operation modes of a mediator and the corresponding answer
models are summarized in Table 1.

Very roughly speaking, as we go down the table (from
mode 1 to 8) the answer to the same user query is more likely
to contain objects that are not “relevant” to the query. This is
described more precisely in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 The answer models of the mediator are ordered
as follows:

(a) I−
l− � I−

l+
(b) I−

u− � I−
u+

(c) I+
l− � I+

l+
(d) I+

u− � I+
u+

(e) I−
l− � I+

l−
(f) I−

l+ � I+
l+

(g) I−
u− � I+

u−
(h) I−

u+ � I+
u+. �

Figure 10 shows graphically the orderings of the above
proposition. The nodes represent the answer models shown in
Table 1.An arrow from node m to a node n means that m � n.

For example, the interpretation of the term
RelationalDatabases of the mediator shown in
Fig. 11, in each of the models I−

l−, I−
l+, I−

u−, I−
u+, is as

follows:

I−
l−(RelationalDatabases) = {1}

I−
l+(RelationalDatabases) = {1, 2}

I−
u−(RelationalDatabases) = {1, 2, 3}

I−
u+(RelationalDatabases) = {1, 2, 3, 4}.

Another example of mediator operation is given in Fig. 12.
Figure 12a shows a mediator having an articulation to a source

M

Computer Science

SQLPhysical Design

Databases Query Languages

3 12 4

S

RelationalDatabases

a1

Fig. 11. A mediator over one source

SLR DLR

Products

Cameras

Electronics

Reflex

Ovens

PhotoCameras

StillCams

M

Miniature

S1
a1

a

T1 I1 I−
1 I+

1

⊥ ∅ ∅ ∅
� ∅ {0,1,2,3,4,5,6} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}
Ovens {6} {6} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}
Electronics {5} {0,1,2,3,4,5} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}
PhotoCameras {4} {0,1,2,3,4} {0,1,2,3,4,5}
StillCams {3} {0,1,2,3} {0,1,2,3,4}
SLR {2} {2} {0,1,2,3}
DLR {1} {1} {0,1,2,3}
Miniature {0} {0} {0,1,2,3}

Q 1:I−
l− 2,3: I−

l+, I−
u− 4 :I−

u+

Products {0,1,2,3,4,6} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}
Cameras {0,1,2,3,4} {0,1,2,3,4,5} {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}
Reflex {1,2} {0,1,2,3} {0,1,2,3,4}
b

Fig. 12. A mediator with one articulation to a source S1

S1 and Fig. 12b shows two tables. The table at the upper part
of the figure shows the interpretation I1 of source S1 and the
corresponding (sure and possible) models. The first column of
the table at the bottom shows three queries that are actually
the three terms of T . The subsequent columns show what the
mediator returns in each of the first four operation modes.

The operation modes of the mediator can either be decided
(and fixed) by the mediator designer at design time or indicated
by the mediator users at query time. We can distinguish at least
three approaches:
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• Fixed approach. The mediator designer selects and fixes
one of the eight possible modes of operation for the medi-
ator and the sources, and users simply submit their queries
to the mediator without any further indication.

• Variable approach. The mediator users submit their
queries along with a specification for the query evalua-
tion mode they wish. This is done by providing values to
the mediator for selecting one of the eight operation modes
from Table 1. For example, the following user specification
selects operation mode number 3 from Table 1:

Term approximation at mediator = upper,
Query evaluation at source = sure,
Query evaluation at mediator = sure.

• Mixed approach. The mediator designer selects and fixes
some of the attributes of Table 1, and the user provides the
remaining ones. For example, the designer may select and
fix the query evaluation mode at the source (i.e., sure or
possible) and the kind of term approximation at the me-
diator (i.e., lower or upper approxiamtion) during design
time, while the users select the query evaluation mode at
the mediator during query time.

Clearly, the selection of one of the above approaches de-
pends on several factors, such as the reliability of the sources,
the level of expertise of the users, and so on. One can even
think of more sophisticated modes of mediator operation than
those presented in Table 1. For example, the mediator designer
may assign a degree of reliability to each source and then ask
sources to evaluate queries in a mode depending on their de-
gree of reliability. In this paper, however, we do not pursue
this idea any further.

We have seen so far how the mediator communicates with
the sources through the articulations. In fact, the articulations
are the only means of communication between the sources and
the mediator. Now, certain kinds of articulation are better than
others. One kind of articulation that is of particular interest
are those that ensure what we call “compatibility” between
the sources and the mediator.

Definition 12 A source Si is compatible with the mediator M
if for any terms s, t in Ti; if sait, then s �i t.

That is, Si is compatible with the mediator whenever the
following condition holds: for all terms s and t in Ti, if s is
subsumed by t in the articulation ai, then s is also subsumed
by t in �i.

For example, the source S1 of Fig. 7 is compatible with
the mediator since we have
Miniature a1 PhotoCameras and Miniature �1
PhotoCameras, Instant a1 PhotoCameras and
Instant �1 PhotoCameras, Reflex a1 PhotoCa-
meras and Reflex �1 PhotoCameras.

An interesting consequence of compatibility is that if a
source Si is compatible with the mediator, then in every model
Ii of Si the following condition holds: Ii(til) ⊆ Ii(tiu) for each
mediator term t, where til is the lower approximation of t and
tiu is the upper approximation of t. From this property we infer
that if all sources are compatible with the mediator, then the
ordering relation over the eight answer models of the mediator
(Fig. 10) is enriched as stated by the following proposition.

l−I−

l−I+
l+I−

u−I−

u+I−
l+I+

u−I+

u+I+

Fig. 13. Ordering (
) of the eight answer models of the mediator in
the case where all sources are compatible with the mediator

Proposition 4 If all sources are compatible with the mediator,
then

(1) I−
l− � I−

u−
(2) I−

l+ � I−
u+

(3) I+
l− � I+

u−
(4) I+

l+ � I+
u+

As a result, the two diagrams of Fig. 10 are now connected
in a single diagram, as shown in Fig. 13.

Note that the above ordering relationships do not necessar-
ily hold if the sources are not compatible with the mediator. For
example, consider a source S1 with terminology T1 = {b, b′}
and no subsumption relationships. Suppose that the source has
a stored interpretation I1 defined as follows: I1(b) = {1} and
I1(b′) = {2}. Now consider a mediator connected to source
S1 through the articulation a1 = {b � t, t � b′}, where t is a
term of the mediator. Notice that S1 is not compatible with the
mediator because b is subsumed by b′ in a1 while b is not sub-
sumed by b′ in �1, i.e., ba1b

′ and b ��1 b′. Here we have t1l = b
and t1u = b′, thus I−

1 (t1l ) = {1} and I−
1 (t1u) = {2}. It fol-

lows that I−
1 (t1l ) �⊆ I−

1 (t1u), which implies I−
l−(t) �⊆ I−

u−(t).
From this example we see that if the underlying sources are
not compatible with the mediator, then I−

l− � I−
u− does not

hold.
Another interesting implication of compatibility concerns

the efficiency of query evaluation. Let s, t be two terms in
Ti that are known to the mediator (through ai) and assume
that the mediator knows that source Si is compatible. In this
case, if sait, then s �i t. From this knowledge the mediator
can conclude that Ii(s) ⊆ Ii(t), in every model Ii of Ti, and
thus Ii(s) ∩ Ii(t) = Ii(s) and Ii(s) ∪ Ii(t) = Ii(t). This
means that the mediator can retain only the minimal elements
of the set headi(t) and still obtain the same answer for the
query tiu from source Si. Therefore, if the mediator knows
that source Si is compatible, then instead of sending to source
Si the query

∧
headi(t), the mediator can send the query∧

min( headi(t) ). Similarly, in the set taili(t), the mediator
can retain only the maximal elements and still obtain the same
answer for the query til from source Si, i.e., instead of sending
the query

∨
taili(t) to source Si, the mediator can send the

query
∨

max( taili(t) ).
For example, in Fig. 7, as source S1 is compatible with

the mediator, the lower approximation of the term Camera is
the term PhotoCameras. If S1 were not compatible, then
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the lower approximation of Camerawould be the disjunction
PhotoCameras ∨ Miniature ∨ Instant ∨ Reflex.

Thus if Si is compatible, then tiu =
∧

min(headi(t))
and til =

∨
max(taili(t)). In this case, the evaluation of tiu

and til can be done more efficiently without having to com-
pute the transitive closure of ai. Specifically, for evaluating
max(taili(t)) we traverse in a depth-first-search the relation
ai starting from the term t. If an element t′ of Ti is reached,
then this term is “collected” and the algorithm does not traverse
any other element subsumed by t′ ( in ai). All elements of Ti

that were collected during the traversal are then returned. We
can evaluate min(headi(t)) analogously. We conclude that
if a source is compatible, then the approximation of a term
for that source can be done more efficiently, especially when
the articulation to that source is big. Moreover, the resulting
approximations are shorter, which implies that their transmis-
sion requires less time and the underlying source can evaluate
these queries more efficiently.

Note that maintaining compatibility is not an easy task.
Of course, the designer of the mediator can initially design
articulations such that the underlying sources are compatible.
However, an update at a source Si or at the mediator (chang-
ing either T or ai) may destroy compatibility. Therefore, the
mediator should (periodically) check the compatibility of its
sources, e.g., by submitting to them queries that allow one to
check whether t �i t′.

4 Query evaluation at the mediator

We have seen how the two possible approximations at the me-
diator (lower or upper) and the two possible query evaluation
modes at the sources (sure or possible) give rise to four possi-
ble interpretations at the mediator: Il−, Il+, Iu−, and Iu+. If
these four interpretations were stored at the mediator, then the
interaction between a user and the mediator would be straight-
forward, i.e.,

• The user submits a query to the mediator (as if it were a
usual source),

• The mediator and/or the user specifies the answer model
to be used

• The mediator uses the specified model to provide a sure or
possible answer to the query (as is done in a usual source).

However, there is no interpretation actually stored at the me-
diator, so to answer queries the mediator has to call on the
underlying sources, submit to them appropriate queries, and
then merge the results to produce the final answer for the user.
Therefore, the crucial tasks for the evaluation of user queries
at the mediator can be summarized as follows:

• Translate the user’s query into a set of queries to the un-
derlying sources, i.e., determine what queries to send to
which sources.

• Merge the results returned by the sources in order to pro-
duce the answer to the user’s query.

Clearly, the complexity of these tasks depends on the nature
of the user query, i.e.,

• The form of the query (single term, disjunction of terms,
etc.),

• The answer model used by the mediator.

a2 a3

a1

c3

c1

c2b2

b3

b1

b4

MS1 S2

Fig. 14. A mediator over two sources

In the discussion that follows, we analyze the complexity of
query evaluation at the mediator with respect to the form that a
user query can have and the answer model used by the mediator
for evaluating the query.

The complexity measure that we use in our analysis is the
number of queries that the mediator sends to the sources to
answer the user’s query and the execution time expressed in
terms of several parameters, such as size of the mediator ter-
minology, size of the articulations, number of sources, length
of the query, and size of the domain. However, we believe that
the number of queries that the mediator needs to send is the
most important measure, as the mediator spends a lot of time
waiting for the answers from the sources.

We are aware that, in doing so, we do not take into account
the complexity of query evaluation at each source. However,
the mediator has little or no control over how queries are eval-
uated at individual sources. This is especially true for the ap-
plications that we have in mind (Web environment), where
the mediator is set up by individual users who have no control
over the underlying sources (which are Web catalogs).

In the complexity analysis that follows, we consider a me-
diator over k sources, S1, ..., Sk. Note that we write Il instead
of Il− or Il+, and Iu instead of Iu− or Iu+, since the trans-
lation and the evaluation of queries at the mediator does not
depend on the evaluation of queries at the underlying sources.
First, we describe the evaluation of queries in the sure models
of the mediator, i.e., in the models I−

l and I−
u .

It is interesting to note that the mediator will not necessar-
ily query all sources. A source is queried only if the evaluation
of the answer requires sending a subquery to that source; oth-
erwise the source is not queried. Thus query translation also
determines the selection of the sources.

We study separately the following forms of queries: single-
term queries, disjunctive queries, conjunctive queries, CNF
queries, and DNF queries.

• Single-term queries

Proposition 5 If the query is a single term, i.e., q = t ∈ T ,
then I−

l (t) and I−
u (t) can be evaluated as follows:

I−
l (t) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(t)), where qi

l(t) =
∨

{si
l | s � t}

I−
u (t) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
u(t)), where qi

u(t) =
∨

{si
u | s � t}.

�This means that the mediator M can evaluate the query
by sending at most one query to each source. Thus M
will send at most k queries. Note that if qi

l(t) = ε (or
qi
u(t) = ε), then M does not have to send any query to

source Si.
For example, consider a mediator over two sources, as
shown in Fig. 14. The answer in I−

l of the query q = a1
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can be evaluated as follows:

I−
l (a1) = I1( q1

l (a1) ) ∪ I2( q2
l (a1) ), where

q1
l (a1) = b2 ∨ (b3 ∨ b4)

q2
l (a1) = c3,

while the answer I−
u can be evaluated as follows:

I−
u (a1) = I1( q1

u(a1) ) ∪ I2( q2
u(a1) ), where

q1
u(a1) = b1 ∨ b2

q2
u(a1) = c1 ∨ (c2 ∧ c3).

If the mediator knows that a source Si is compatible, then
the mediator can set

qi
l(t) =

∨
max

(⋃
{taili(s) | s � t}

)
.

Note that if the entire articulation ai is stored (including the
transitive links), then the computation of til can be done in
O(|ai|) time. The same holds for tiu. Thus the computation
of qi

l(t) can be done in O(|T | ∗ |ai|) time. The same holds
for qi

u(t). This means that the computation of all qi
l(t), or

qi
u(t), for i = 1..k can be done in O(|T | ∗ |a|), where a

denotes the union of all articulations, i.e., a = a1∪...∪ak.
Now, the set operations over the answers returned by the
sources that are needed for computing I−

l (t) can be per-
formed in O(k ∗ U) time.
Thus the total computation needed by the mediator can be
done in O(|T | ∗ |a| + k ∗ U) time.

• Disjunctive queries
If the query is a disjunction of terms, i.e., q = t1 ∨ ...∨ tn,
then

I−
l (t1 ∨ ... ∨ tn) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(t1) ∨ ... ∨ qi

l(tn))

I−
u (t1 ∨ ... ∨ tn) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
u(t1) ∨ ... ∨ qi

u(tn)).

Again, the mediator can evaluate the query by sending at
most one query to each source.
If, furthermore, a source Si is compatible, then the medi-
ator can send to Si the query

∨
max


 ⋃

j=1..n

(∪{taili(s) | s � tj})


 .

Clearly, the computation of each qi
l(t1) ∨ ... ∨ qi

l(tn) can
be done in O(|T | ∗ |ai| ∗ n) time. Thus the computation
of all qi

l(t1) ∨ ... ∨ qi
l(tn) for i = 1..k can be done in

O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n) time.
The set operations for computing I−

l (t) can be performed
in O(k ∗ U) time.
Thus the total computation needed by the mediator can be
done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n + k ∗ U) time.

• Conjunctive queries
If the query is a conjunction of terms, i.e., q = t1 ∧ ...∧tn,
then

I−
l (t1 ∧ ... ∧ tn) =

⋂
j=1..n

( ⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(tj))

)

I−
u (t1 ∧ ... ∧ tn) =

⋂
j=1..n

( ⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
u(tj)).

)

Thus for evaluating the query, the mediator has to send at
most one query to each source for each term that appears
in the conjunction. This means that the mediator will send
at most k ∗ n queries.
The computation of all qi

l(tj) for j = 1..n can be done in
O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n) time.
The set operations for computing I−

l (t) can be performed
in O(k ∗ n ∗ U) time.
Thus the total computation needed by the mediator can be
done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n + k ∗ U ∗ n) time.

• Conjunctive normal form queries (CNF Queries)
A CNF query is a conjunction of maxterms where each
maxterm is either a single term or a disjunction of distinct
terms ([29]), i.e., q = d1 ∧ ... ∧ dm where dj = tj1 ∨ ... ∨
tjnj

, j = 1..m, nj ≤ |T |. In this case,

I−
l (q) =

⋂
j=1..m

(
⋃

i=1..k

Ii( qi
l(tj1) ∨ ... ∨ qi

l(tjnj ) )

I−
u (q) =

⋂
j=1..m

(
⋃

i=1..k

Ii( qi
u(tj1) ∨ ... ∨ qi

u(tjnj ) ).

The mediator first evaluates each maxterm (disjunction) by
sending at most one query to each source and then takes
the intersection of the returned results. This means that the
mediator will send at most k ∗ m queries, where m is the
number of maxterms.
Let l be the length of the query, that is, the number of
term appearances in the query, i.e., l =

∑
j=1..m nj . The

computation of qi
l(t), i = 1..k for all t that appear in q can

be done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l) time.
The set operations for computing I−

l (t) can be performed
in O(k ∗ m ∗ U) time.
Thus the total computation needed by the mediator can be
done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l + k ∗ m ∗ U) time.

• Disjunctive normal form queries (DNF Queries)
A DNF query is a disjunction of minterms where a minterm
is either a single term or a conjunction of distinct terms,
i.e., q = c1 ∨ ... ∨ cm, where cj = tj1 ∧ ... ∧ tjnj

, j =
1..m, nj ≤ |T |. In this case,

I−
l (q) =

⋃
j=1..m


 ⋂

h=1..nj

(
⋃

i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(tjh)))




I−
u (q) =

⋃
j=1..m


 ⋂

h=1..nj

(
⋃

i=1..k

Ii(qi
u(tjh))).




Thus M will send at most k ∗ l queries, where l is the
length of the query.
The computation of all qi

l(t) for i = 1..k for all t that
appear in q can be done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l) time.
The set operations for computing I−

l (t) can be performed
in O(k ∗ l ∗ U) time.
Thus the total computation needed by the mediator can be
done in O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l + k ∗ l ∗ U) time.

Table 2 summarizes the number of calls complexity and
Table 3 the time complexity. Note that any query that contains
the logical connectives ∧ and ∨ can be converted to DNF or
CNF by using one of the existing algorithms (e.g., see [29]).
In our case, CNF is preferred to DNF since the evaluation of a
query in CNF requires sending a smaller number of queries to
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Table 2. Number of calls complexity of query evaluation at mediator
(for sure model) assuming k sources

Query form Max. no.

of calls

Single term t k

Disjunction t1 ∨ ... ∨ tn k

Conjunction t1 ∧ ... ∧ tn k ∗ n

CNF d1 ∧ ... ∧ dm k ∗ m

where dj = tj1 ∨ ... ∨ tjnj

DNF c1 ∨ ... ∨ cm k ∗ ∑
j=1..m nj

where cj = tj1 ∧ ... ∧ tjnj

Table 3. Time complexity of query evaluation at mediator (for sure
model)

Query form Time complexity

(wrt |T |, |a|, k, U )

t O(|T | ∗ |a| + k ∗ U)
s t1 ∨ ... ∨ tn O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n + k ∗ U)
t1 ∧ ... ∧ tn O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ n + k ∗ U ∗ n)
d1 ∧ ... ∧ dm O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l + k ∗ m ∗ U)
where dj = tj1 ∨ ... ∨ tjnj

c1 ∨ ... ∨ cm O(|T | ∗ |a| ∗ l + k ∗ l ∗ U)
where cj = tj1 ∧ ... ∧ tjnj

the sources. For this reason, the mediator first converts the user
query in CNF and then evaluates the CNF query by sending
queries to the sources.

We conclude this section by describing the evaluation of
queries in the possible models of the mediator, i.e., in the
models I+

l and I+
u . The evaluation of a single-term query in

I+
l or I+

u is done by evaluating a conjunction of terms in I−
l

or I−
u , respectively:

I+(t) =
⋂

{I−(u) | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t}
= I−(

∧
{u | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t}),

where I+(t) stands for I+
l (t) or I+

u (t), and I− stands for
I−
l or I−

u , respectively. Therefore, the complexity analysis of
evaluating I+(t) can be done using Tables 2 and 3. Finally,
the evaluation of a disjunction in I+ is done by evaluating a
DNF query in I−, and the evaluation of a conjunction in I+

is done by evaluating a conjunction in I−.

5 Enhancing the quality of answers
with object descriptions

We have just seen how to compute several kinds of answers at
the mediator. We shall now see how to improve the “quality” of
the answers by providing additional information on the objects
returned.

First, let us see an example in the context of a single source.
Consider a source S that contains an object 1 indexed under
two terms,Cameras andUnderwater, and an object 2 also
indexed under two terms, Cameras and Miniature. Next,

assume that S receives the query q = Cameras and is asked
to return both the sure and the possible answer to that query.
Clearly, in both cases S will return the set {1, 2}. However,
instead of just returning the set {1, 2}, the source could return
the following set:

{(1, {Cameras, Underwater}),
(2, {Cameras, Miniature})}

In this set, each object is accompanied by the set of all terms
under which the object is indexed. This information could pro-
vide valuable help to the user. Indeed, the user of our example
may have actually been looking for miniature cameras, but he
only used the term Cameras in his query for one of several
reasons. For example,

• The user may have forgotten to use the termMiniature;
• Or the user did not know that the term Miniature was

included in the terminology of the source;
• Or the user did not know that the objects of the source

were indexed in such specificity.

We believe that including in the answer all terms under which
each object returned is indexed might aid the user in selecting
the objects that are most relevant to his information need.
In addition, such terms could aid the user in getting better
acquainted with the taxonomy of the source. Indeed, more
often than not users are not familiar with the source taxonomy
and know little about its specificity and coverage (see [50]).
As a result, user queries are often imprecise and do not reflect
real user needs. We believe that familiarity with the source
taxonomy is essential for a precise formulation of user queries.
Therefore, we extend the notion of answer to be a set of objects
each accompanied by its index, i.e., by the set of all terms under
which the object is indexed.

Definition 13 The index of an object o with respect to an inter-
pretation I , denoted by DI(o), is the set of all terms that con-
tain o in their interpretation, i.e., DI(o) = {t ∈ T | o ∈ I(t)}.

For brevity, henceforth we shall sometimes write D(o) in-
stead of DI(o), D−(o) instead of DI−(o), and D+(o) instead
of DI+(o) when the interpretation I is clear from the context.
Clearly, the index of an object depends on the interpretation
I , so the same object can have different indexes under differ-
ent interpretations. Here are some examples of indexes in the
source shown in Fig. 6:

D(1) = {StillCams}
D−(1) = {StillCams, Cameras}
D+(1) = {StillCams, Cameras, Reflex, Miniature,

MovingPictureCams, UnderwaterDevices}
D(2) = {Cameras}

D−(2) = {Cameras}
D+(2) = {Cameras, StillCams, MovingPictureCams,

UnderwaterDevices}.

We have seen that the user of a source can submit a query
and ask for a sure or a possible answer. Following our dis-
cussion on indexes, the user can now also ask for the sure or
possible index for each object in the answer.
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Table 4. Answers to a query

Object set Object index Answer returned

1 Sure Sure { (o, D−(o)) | o ∈ I−(q)}
2 Sure Possible { (o, D+(o)) | o ∈ I−(q)}
3 Possible Sure { (o, D−(o)) | o ∈ I+(q)}
4 Possible Possible { (o, D+(o)) | o ∈ I+(q)}

This means that the answer returned by the source to a
given query q can have one of the forms shown in Table 4. It
is up to the user to specify the desired form of the answer.

Note that if I− is stored at the source, then the evaluation
of D− for an object o is straightforward. If, however, only the
interpretation I is stored at the source, then we can compute
D−(o) as follows:

Proposition 6 D−(o) =
⋃{head(t) | o ∈ I(t)}, or equiv-

alently, D−(o) =
⋃{head(t) | t ∈ D(o)}.

If we have computed D−(o), then we can compute D+(o)
as follows:

Proposition 7 D+(o) = {t | head(t) \ {t′|t′ ∼ t} ⊆
D−(o)}.

By analogy to the single-source case, a mediator can re-
turn answers consisting of objects that are accompanied by
their indexes. In other words, a mediator can return a set of
pairs (o, DI(o)), where I is the model used by the mediator
for answering queries. For example, consider two sources, S1
and S2, providing information about animals (e.g., photos), as
shown in Fig. 15. The terms of source S1 are in English, while
the terms of source S2 are in French. Moreover, a mediator
M integrates the information of the two sources and provides
a unified access through a taxonomy with English terms. As-
sume now that the mediator receives the query q = Animal, in
which case the mediator sends the query q1 = Animal ∨ Dog
to source S1 and the query q2 = Mammifère∨Chat to source
S2. Moreover, assume that the sources S1 and S2 return ob-
jects accompanied by their sure indexes. Then, the source S1
will return the answer

{ (1, {Dog, Animal}), (2, {Canis, Dog, Animal}) }
and the source S2 the answer

{ (1, {Mammifère}), (3, {Chat, Mammifère}) }.

Next, assume that the mediator operates under operation
mode 1 (Table 1), that is, the mediator uses the model I−

l−
for answering queries. Moreover, assume that the mediator
returns objects accompanied by their sure indexes (in I−

l−). In
this case, the mediator will return the following answer:
{ (1, {Dog, Mammal, Animal}), (2, {Dog, Mammal, Animal}),
(3, {Mammal, Animal). }

Let I denote any of the four interpretations Il−, Il+, Iu−
and Iu+ of the mediator, and assume that we want to compute
D−(o), i.e. the sure index of some object o, at the mediator.
Since the interpretation I is not stored at the mediator, we
cannot compute D−(o) like we do for a source (Proposition 6
above). Instead, we must exploit the articulations ai and the
indexes Di(o) returned by the sources. Specifically, the medi-
ator can compute Dl(o) (i.e., the index of o with respect to Il)

Mammifere

Dog

Mammal

AnimalAnimal

1 2 31

S1 M S2a1 a2

Dog Chat

Canis

Fig. 15. A mediator over two sources

and Du(o) (i.e., the index of o with respect to Iu) as stated by
the following proposition. Note that again we write Il instead
of Il− or Il+, and Iu instead of Iu− or Iu+, since the compu-
tation of the object indexes at the mediator does not depend
on the evaluation of queries at the underlying sources.

Proposition 8

Dl(o) =
⋃

i=1..k

Di
l(o), where

Di
l(o) = {t ∈ T | ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t}

Du(o) =
⋃

i=1..k

Di
u(o), where

Di
u(o) = {t ∈ T | (headi(t) �= ∅ and headi(t) ⊆ Di(o)) or

(headi(t) = ∅ and ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t).}
Now, D−

l (o) and D−
u (o) can be computed by applying

Proposition 6 to Dl(o) and Du(o), respectively. Similarly,
D+

l (o) and D+
u (o) can be computed by applying Proposition 7

to D−
l (o) and D−

u (o), respectively.

6 Extending our model

In this section we discuss various extensions of our model.
Specifically, in Sect. 6.1 we extend the form of our articula-
tions, in Sect. 6.2 we discuss mediators that also have a stored
interpretation of their terminology, in Sect. 6.3 we describe
how our mediators can be combined with information retrieval
systems, and in Sect. 6.4 we discuss how our approach can lead
to a network of articulated sources.

6.1 Extending the form of articulations

According to Sect. 3, an articulation ai consists of subsump-
tion relationships between terms only. However, we can extend
the definition of an articulation to include subsumption rela-
tionships between terms and queries as well. This extension
is useful because now the designer of the mediator can define
articulations containing more complex relationships, as in the
following examples:

• ElectronicsM � (TVi ∨ Mobilesi ∨ Radiosi),
• DBArticlesM ∼ (Databasesi ∧ Articlesi).
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In the first example, the users of the mediator can use the
term Electronics instead of a long disjunction of terms
at source Si (benefit: brevity), while in the second they can
use the term DBArticles instead of the conjunction of two
terms at source Si (note, however, that this is useful only if Si

supports multiple classification).

Definition 14 Let (T, �) be the taxonomy of a mediator and
(Ti, �i) the taxonomy of source Si. An articulation ai is a
subsumption relation over T ∪ QTi , where QTi is the set of
all queries over Ti.

Let us now discuss the consequences of this extension
with regard to the functionality of the mediators. For each
term t ∈ T the tail and head of t with respect to ai can be
defined as follows:

Definition 15 Given a term t ∈ T and articulation ai, we
define

taili(t) = {s ∈ QTi
| sait} and headi(t) = {u ∈ QTi

| taiu}.

Note that now the tail and head of a term are not sets of
terms of Ti, but sets of queries over Ti.

The lower and upper approximations of t with respect to
ai are defined as in Sect. 3. The four interpretations and the
eight answer models of the mediator are defined in the same
way, too.

In this framework, the concept of compatibility is now
redefined as follows:

Definition 16 A source Si is compatible with the mediator M
if for any queries s, t in QTi , if sait, then s �i t.

As mentioned earlier, maintaining compatibility is not an
easy task. The mediator should (periodically) check the com-
patibility of its sources, e.g., by submitting to them queries
that allow one to check whether t �i t′. However, now t and
t′ are queries; thus the sources should support subsumption
checking over queries.

In general, an articulation may contain relationships be-
tween terms and arbitrary queries. For example, consider a
source Si implemented in the relational model (as described
in Sect. 2) and suppose that this source can answer only pure
SQL queries. In this case, the articulation ai may contain re-
lationships of the form Cameras �ai qi, where
qi = Πobject(σterm−name=”Cameras”

(INTERPRETATION �� TERMINOLOGY )).

6.2 Mediators with stored interpretations

We can easily extend a mediator so as to also store an inter-
pretation of its terminology T . Figure 16 shows graphically
the architecture of a mediator of this kind. Such an extension
can prove quite useful in the context of the Web: a Web user
can define his own mediator consisting of a taxonomy that is
familiar to him, a set of articulations to other Web catalogs,
and a stored interpretation of the mediator’s taxonomy. Note
that the taxonomy of the mediator and its stored interpretation
resemble the bookmark facility of Web browsers. However,
the addition of articulations now allows the user to browse
and query remote catalogs.

Let IM denote the stored interpretation of T . When a user
sends a query to the mediator, he has three choices:

S1 S2

taxonomy

taxonomy taxonomy

a1 a2

Mediator

Sources

articulations

object
db

object
db

object
db

Fig. 16. Architecture of a mediator with a stored interpretation

(a) He can ask for an answer derived from IM ,
(b) He can ask for an answer derived from the interpretations

of the remote sources, or
(c) He can ask for an answer derived from both IM and the

interpretations of the remote sources.

In the first case, the mediator operates as a source (Sect. 2), in
the second case it operates like the mediators described earlier,
while in the third case it again operates like the mediators
described earlier but with one difference: the interpretations
Il−, Il+, Iu−, Iu+ are now defined by taking the union of
IM and the interpretations of the sources. For instance, the
interpretation Il− is now defined as

Il−(t) = IM (t) ∪
(

k⋃
i=1

I−
i (til)

)
.

In other words, in the third case, the mediator operates as
usual, except that now, in addition to the k external sources
S1, ..., Sk, we have the mediator’s own source SM = 〈(T, �
), IM 〉 acting as a (k + 1)-th source.

In the case where the mediator also stores an interpretation
IM of T , the mediator’s ability to “translate” the descriptions
of the objects returned by the underlying sources leads to an
interesting scenario for the Web. Consider a user who has sub-
mitted a query to the mediator and assume that the mediator
has returned a set of objects to the user. If some of these ob-
jects are of real interest to the user (e.g., a set of beautiful
images, good papers, etc.), he user can store these objects in
the database of the mediator. These objects will be stored un-
der terms of the mediator’s taxonomy, i.e., in the interpretation
IM of T .

For example, consider the mediator shown in Fig. 15.
The mediator can store objects 1 and 2 under the terms Dog,
Mammal, and Animal and object 3 under the terms Mammal
and Animal.

However, one can easily see that it suffices to store ob-
jects 1 and 2 under the term Dog and object 3 under the term
Mammal. More formally, to store an object o in IM , the me-
diator associates this object with the following terms of T :

min�M
Dl(o) or min�M

Du(o).

6.3 Mediators over hybrid sources

Let us use the term free retrieval source to refer to a source that
indexes objects of interest using an uncontrolled vocabulary.
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Fig. 17. Building mediators over hybrid sources

In this case, the objects of the domain have textual content
and the vocabulary used for indexing them consists of those
words that appear in the objects. These sources usually accept
natural language queries and return a set of objects ordered
according to their relevance to the query. Text retrieval systems
(the typical case of “information retrieval systems”), as well
as the search engines of the Web, fall into this category.

We can now use the term hybrid source to refer to
a source that is both taxonomy-based and a free retrieval
source. A hybrid source accepts two kinds of queries: queries
over a controlled vocabulary and natural language queries.
A source whose functionality is moving in this direction
is Google. Using Google, one can first select a category,
e.g., Sciences/CS/DataStructures, from the taxon-
omy of Open Directory and then submit a natural language
query, e.g., “Tree”. The search engine will compute the
degree of relevance with respect to the natural language
query, “Tree”, only of those pages that fall in the category
Sciences/CS/DataStructures in the catalog of Open
Directory. Clearly, this enhances the precision of the retrieval
and is computationally more economical.

Our approach can be used for building mediators over
hybrid sources whose functionality extends the functional-
ity offered by the existing metasearchers of the Web (e.g.,
MetaCrawler [63], SavvySearch [38], Profusion [27]). The
user of a hybrid mediator can use the taxonomy of the medi-
ator to browse or query those parts of the sources that are of
interest to him. Moreover, he is able to query the databases
of these sources using natural language queries. This implies
that the mediator will send two kinds of queries to the sources:
(a) queries that are evaluated based on indexing of the objects
with respect to the taxonomy of the source and (b) queries
that are evaluated based on the contents of the objects (pages).
Figure 17 describes this architecture graphically.

The functionality of the mediators described in this paper
presumes that each source can provide a sure answer and a
possible answer. However, the taxonomy-based sources that
can be found on the Web, e.g.,Yahoo! or ODP, do not currently
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Fig. 18. An architecture for implementing our mediators over the
catalogs of the Web

provide such answers. This means that the functionality of our
mediators cannot be implemented straightforwardly. Never-
theless, we can implement the functionality of our mediators
over such sources by employing appropriate wrappers.

First note that the taxonomy and the interpretation of a
Web catalog are published as a set of Web pages. For each
term t of the taxonomy there is a separate Web page. This page
contains the name of the term and links pointing to pages that
correspond to the terms subsumed by t. In addition, the page
contains links pointing to the objects, here Web pages, that
have been indexed under the term t. However, we can employ
a wrapper to parse each such page and extract the name of the
term, the subsumed terms, and the indexed objects.

Now, the architecture for implementing our mediators over
Web catalogs is shown in Fig. 18. The key point is that the in-
terpretation of a term t of a source Si in the sure model I−

i

and in the possible model I+
i can be computed on the me-

diator side. This can be achieved by building an appropriate
wrapper for that source. In particular, to compute I+

i (t), the
wrapper will fetch the pages of all terms t′ such that t �i t′,
and then it will derive I+

i (t) by computing the intersection
∩{I−

i (t′)|t � t′}. According to this architecture, our media-
tors can be implemented by using the standard HTTP protocol.
A prototype version of our mediators over the Web has already
been implemented at Université de Paris-Sud.

6.4 Networks of articulated sources

One can easily see how our approach can be used for creat-
ing a complex information network, comprising sources and
mediators, in a natural and straightforward manner. Indeed,

• To add a mediator to such a network one has to (a) design
the mediator taxonomy (T, �) based on the domain of in-
terest, (b) select the sources to be mediated, and (c) design
the articulations ai based on the known/observed relations
between terms of the mediator and terms of the selected
sources;

• To remove a mediator from the network, one just has to
disconnect the mediator from the network;
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• Moreover, to add a source to the information network, all
one has to do is (a) select one or more mediators in the
network and (b) design an articulation between the source
and each mediator;

• Finally, to remove a source from the network, one simply
has to remove the corresponding articulation from the me-
diator(s) to which the source is connected and disconnect
the source. Note that as each mediator has one articulation
for each underlying source, the deletion of an articulation
does not affect the rest of the articulations.

A significant consequence of this approach is that network
evolution can be incremental. Indeed, new relationships be-
tween terms of the mediator and terms of the sources can
be added with minimum effort as soon as they are observed,
and relationships that are seen to be no more valid can be re-
moved just as easily: simply add/remove the relationships at
the appropriate articulation in the mediator database storing
the articulation.

For example, Fig. 19 shows a network consisting of four
primary sources S1, S2, S3, S4 and three mediators M1, M2,
and M3. A line segment connecting a mediator M to a source
or to a mediator S means that M is a mediator over S, and
circles denote articulations. For example, M2 is a mediator
over the sources S1 and S2 and the mediator M3. Note that
the mediator M1 can also be considered as a primary source
because it has a stored interpretation.

Also note that our approach allows mutually articulated
sources, as shown in Fig. 20. In this case, we can no longer
divide sources into primary and secondary.

Query evaluation and updating in a network of articulated
sources raises several interesting questions. For example, a
query to a source may trigger an infinite number of calls be-
tween the sources if the network is cyclic (e.g., Fig. 20). This
and other related problems go beyond the scope of this paper
and are treated in [69,72].
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Fig. 21. Architecture and functional overview of the mediator

7 Related work

The need for integrated and unified access to multiple informa-
tion sources has stimulated research on mediators. The con-
cept of mediator was initially proposed by Wiederhold [78].
Since then it has been applied and specialized for several
kinds of source and application needs. Nevertheless, in ev-
ery instance we can identify a number of basic architectural
components. Specifically, in most cases the mediator archi-
tecture consists of a mediator’s view (usually in the form of
a conceptual model), source descriptions, and wrappers that
describe the contents and/or the querying capabilities of each
source with respect to the mediator’s view, and an exchange
data model, which is used to convey information between the
mediator and the sources. The mediator accepts queries ex-
pressed in the mediator view. Upon receiving a user query,
the mediator selects the sources to be queried and formulates
the query to be sent to each of them. These tasks are accom-
plished based on the source descriptions that encode what the
mediator “knows” about the underlying sources. Finally, the
mediator appropriately combines the returned results and de-
livers the final answer to the user. Figure 21 shows the general
architecture and the functional overview of the mediator.

In this section we compare our approach with other ex-
isting mediator approaches. Our objective is to identify the
basic differences and analogies and identify issues that are
worthy of further research, rather than presenting a complete
survey of this very broad area. Figure 22 shows a rough tax-
onomy of the mediator approaches according to two criteria:
(a) the kind of underlying sources and (b) the kind of mediator
view. According to the first, we can divide sources into two
broad categories: information retrieval systems and informa-
tion bases. The former provide content-based access to a set
of (text) documents, while the latter store structured data. We
will use this dichotomy in our subsequent discussion.

7.1 Mediators over information retrieval systems

Information retrieval systems (IRS) provide content-based ac-
cess to a set of (text) documents. The content of the documents
(as well as the user queries) is described using an “indexing
language” that can be either

(a) a “free” vocabulary consisting of the words that appear in
the documents of the collection, excluding those words
that carry no information (such as articles) and reduc-
ing words to their grammatical root (a task called “stem-
ming”), or
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(b) a “controlled” vocabulary that may be different from the
set of words that appear in the documents. This vocabulary
may be structured by a small set of relations like hyponymy
and synonymy.

For the relative merits of each of these approaches, see [21,
62]. One could say that taxonomy-based sources resemble
those IRSs that employ the boolean retrieval model (see [5]
for a review) and exploit lexical ontologies or word-based
thesauri [40] (like WordNet [57] and Roget’s thesaurus) for
query expansion, i.e., for expanding queries with synonyms,
hyponyms, and related terms to improve recall (e.g., see [35,
49,50,55]). However, note that the IRS techniques are appli-
cable only if the objects of the domain have a textual content
(not a prerequisite of our approach). Another remarkable dif-
ference with our sources is that the taxonomies employed by
IRSs usually do not accept the semantic interpretation de-
scribed in this paper. Lexical ontologies like WordNet [57]
are structured using lexical relations (synonymy, hyponymy,
antonymy) that are not semantic relations. For instance, ac-
cording to Wordnet, window is subsumed by opening and
by panel. However, every window is not a panel and an
opening; thus extensional subsumption does not hold here.
The justification of the possible answer (in sources) and the
eight answer models (in mediators) does not apply to such
ontologies (for more about this problem, see [34]). Instead,
techniques like spreading activation [55] are more appropri-
ate if lexical ontologies are employed.

By consequence, our approach is quite different from the
mediator approaches that have emerged within the IR com-
munity. Specifically, a mediator over IRSs that employ free
vocabularies does not have to translate the mediator queries,
as each source accepts the same set of queries, i.e., natural lan-
guage queries. As a consequence, mediators over such sources
mainly focus on issues like source selection and result fusion
(metaranking) (e.g., see [6,11,20,28,33,67,76,77]). On the
other hand, mediators over systems that employ controlled
and structured vocabularies have not received adequate atten-
tion until now. To the best of our knowledge, all of the existing
approaches focus on ontology merging and not on ontology
articulation. Moreover, as they mainly employ lexical ontolo-
gies, the mappings between two ontologies consist of lexical

relationships, too (in many cases, one term is associated with
a set of terms of the other ontology [3]).

Although the controlled indexing languages that are used
for information retrieval usually consist of a set of terms struc-
tured by a small number of relations (such as hyponymy and
synonymy), there are cases where the indexing of the objects
is done (especially in the case of a manual indexing process)
with respect to more expressive conceptual models represent-
ing domain knowledge in a more detailed and precise manner.
Such conceptual models can be represented using logic-based
languages, and the corresponding reasoning mechanisms can
be exploited for retrieving objects. There are several studies
that take this conceptual modeling and reasoning approach
to information retrieval (e.g., relevance terminological logics
[51], four-valued logics [59]). This conceptual modeling ap-
proach is useful and effective if the domain is narrow. If the
domain is too wide (e.g., the set of all Web pages), then the
problem is that it is hard to conceptualize the domain; actu-
ally, there are many different ways to conceptualize it, so it is
hard to reach a conceptual model of wide acceptance. Thus a
mediator over such sources has to tackle complex structural
differences (recall the example of Sect. 2). For this purpose,
even today ontologies that have a simple structure, like the one
we consider, are usually employed for retrieving objects from
large collections of objects ([61]).

7.2 Mediators over information bases

We use the term information bases to refer to sources that
store structured data, not documents. Relational, semistruc-
tured, logic-based, and Web-based sources belong to this cat-
egory. Indeed, there are several approaches to building media-
tors over relational databases (e.g., see [30,31,47,79]), SGML
documents (e.g., see [17]), andWeb-based sources (e.g., see [4,
14,15]). We include this discussion here because our sources
can be considered as information bases as we do not presup-
pose that the domain objects have a textual content.

Concerning the kind of mediator view, several approaches
have been proposed (as the rightmost taxonomy of Fig. 22
illustrates). Indeed, we have seen mediators whose unified
view has the form of a relational schema (e.g., Infomaster [25,
32]), a semantic network (e.g., SIMS [43]), an F-logic schema
(e.g., OntoBroker [7,22]), a description logics schema (e.g.,
Information Manifold [47], OBSERVER [41,42,52], PICSEL
[45]), a set of query templates (e.g., TSIMMIS [16,30], HER-
MES [66]). Furthermore, several data models have been used
for conveying information between the mediator and sources
(as shown in Fig. 21) including relational tuples (e.g., in In-
fomaster, SIMS, Information Manifold, OBSERVER), tuples
that encode graph data structures (like the OEM in TSIM-
MIS, or the YAT in [17]), and HTML pages (in Web-oriented
approaches).

To identify similarities, differences, and analogies between
the above approaches and the one presented in this paper, we
first describe a set of layers from which we can view an infor-
mation base, then we use these layers to discuss the kinds of
heterogeneity that may exist between two information bases,
and, finally, we provide several observations.
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A layered view of an information base

We could view a source at five different layers: the domain, the
conceptualization, the conceptual model, the data model, and
the query language. We are aware that these distinctions are
not crystal clear or widely accepted; however, they enable us
to discuss systematically a number of issues and draw analo-
gies. There are dependencies among these layers, as shown in
Fig. 23, e.g., the query language layer of a source depends on
the data model layer of the source, and so on.

Each source stores information about a part of the real
world that we call the domain layer of the source. For
example, the domain of a source can be the set of all URLs,
or the set of all universities, or the set of Greek universities,
or the Computer Science Department of the University of
Crete (which we call CSD domain in the discussion below).
The conceptualization of a domain is the intellectual lens
through which the domain is viewed. For example, one
conceptualization of the CSD domain may describe its static
aspects, i.e., what entities or things exist (e.g., persons,
buildings, classrooms, computers), their attributes, and their
interrelationships. Another conceptualization may describe
its dynamic aspects in terms of states, state transitions,
and processes (e.g., enrollments, graduations, attendances,
teaching). A conceptual model is used to describe a particular
conceptualization of a domain in terms of a set of (widely
accepted) structuring mechanisms that are appropriate for
the conceptualization. For example, a conceptual model
that describes the static aspects of the CSD domain, using
generalization and attribution, is shown in Fig. 24a, while
a conceptual model that describes the dynamic aspects of
the CSD domain, using states and state transitions, is shown
in Fig. 24b. The representation of a conceptual model in
a computer is done according to a specific data model
(e.g., relational, object-oriented, semantic network-based,
semistructured). For example, the class Person of the con-
ceptual model of Fig. 24 can be represented in the relational
model by a relation scheme as follows: Person(id:Int,
name:Str, postalAddress:Str). Alternatively,
in a different source, it could also be represented using
two relation schemes: PERSON(id:Int, name:Str,
addressId:Int) and POSTALADDRESS(id:Int,
address:Str). However, there are also some data models
that allow a straightforward representation of the conceptual
model, e.g., the semantic network-based data model of
SIS-Telos [19,39]. Finally, each source can answer queries
expressed in a particular query language. For example, a
source may respond to Datalog queries, while another may
respond only to SQL queries. In this case, we say that the
query language layers of these sources are different.
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Fig. 24. Two conceptual models of the CSD domain: one for the
static and one for the dynamic aspects

Kinds of heterogeneity

Given a source Si, we will use Di to denote the domain, Ci

the conceptualization, CMi the conceptual model, DMi the
data model, and QLi the query language layer of Si. Con-
sider now two sources S1 and S2. We may have several forms
of heterogeneity between these sources, specifically, there are
25 = 32 different cases (due to the five layers). For exam-
ple, the case D1 = D2, C1 = C2, CM1 �= CM2 means that
S1 and S2 have the same conceptualization of the (same) do-
main, but they employ different conceptual models. Even if
the conceptual models are expressed using the same structur-
ing mechanisms (e.g., generalization, attribution), they may
differ due to:

• Different naming conventions (also called naming con-
flicts). A frequent phenomenon is the presence of
homonyms and synonyms.

• Different scaling schemes. These occur when different ref-
erence systems are used to measure a value, e.g., 1 ft. vs
0.304 m, 23◦C vs. 73◦F.

• Different levels of granularity. For example, CM1 may
contain only a class Cameras, while CM2 may contain
the classesStillCameras andMovingPictureCa-
meras.

• Structural differences. For example, CM1 may contain a
class Person having an attribute owns whose range is
a class ArtificialObject, and a class Car defined
as a specialization of ArtificalObject, while CM2
may contain a classCar having an attributeownerwhose
range is the class Person.

As another example, the case D1 = D2, C1 = C2, CM1 =
CM2, DM1 �= DM2 means that S1 and S2 have same concep-
tual model, but these models are represented differently in the
data model layer. Note that, even if S1 and S2 employ the same
data model, e.g., the relational, DM1 and DM2 may differ in
that they may represent the conceptual model differently.
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Remarks and analogies

Let us now give some remarks and discuss some analogies
between our approach and other mediator approaches that have
emerged.

• An important remark is that, given an existing source,
we usually have at our disposal only its data model
and query language layer, and more often than not
from these two layers we cannot infer the concep-
tual model or the conceptualization layer of the source.
For example, consider the following relation scheme:
PERSON(name:Str, worksAt:Str). The underly-
ing conceptual model could be any of those shown in
Fig. 25, as the translations of both a and b to the relational
model (by using an algorithm such as the one described
in [9]) are identical. Note that, according to a, the do-
main consists of entities of one kind, i.e., persons, while
according to b, the domain consists of two kinds of en-
tities: persons and departments. Moreover, although two
sources may have the same conceptual model, e.g., con-
ceptual model a, their representation in the data model may
differ. For example, the conceptual model a could be rep-
resented in the relational model by one relation scheme
(as we saw before) or by the following two relational
schemes: PERSON(name:Str, worksAt:Int) and
DEP(depId:Int, name:Str). We believe that this
is the basic reason why information integration is a diffi-
cult and laborious task.

• According to the layered view described above, the sources
of our mediators (a) may have different domains (i.e., may
index different sets of objects), (b) conceptualize their
domains similarly (i.e., all Ci are denumerable sets of
objects), (c) may have different conceptual models (i.e.,
different taxonomies), (d) may have different query lan-
guages (recall the remark at the end of Sect. 6.1).

• In relational mediators (see [31] for a review), the medi-
ator view is represented as a relational database schema.
Relational mediators have some critical differences with
our mediators. Relational mediators and their sources are
schema-based, while our mediators and their sources are
taxonomy-based. Also, recall that the relational model is
value-based, not object-based. This implies that the con-
ceptualization and the conceptual model of a relational
source is hidden, or unclear. Therefore, mediators over
such sources “work” on the data model layer. Instead, we
propose a totally different conceptual modeling approach
for both sources and mediators.
Concerning source descriptions, we can distinguish the
local-as-view (LAV) and the global-as-view (GAV) ap-
proaches (see [13,46] for a comparison). In the LAV ap-
proach, the source relations are defined as relational views
over the mediator’s relations, while in the GAV approach

the mediator relations are defined as views of the source
relations. The former approach offers flexibility in repre-
senting the contents of the sources, but query answering
is “hard” because this requires answering queries using
views [24,36,74]. On the other hand, the GAV approach
offers easy query answering (expansion of queries until
arriving at the source relations), but the addition/deletion
of a source implies updating the mediator view, i.e., the
definition of the mediator relations. It is worth mentioning
here that as our articulations contain relationships between
single terms, these kinds of mappings enjoy the benefits
of both GAV and LAV approaches, i.e., they have (a) the
query processing simplicity of the GAV approach, as query
processing basically reduces to unfolding the query using
the definitions specified in the mapping so as to translate
the query in terms of accesses (i.e., queries) to the sources,
and (b) the modeling scalability of the LAV approach, i.e.,
the addition of a new underlying source does not require
changing the previous mappings. On the other hand, term-
to-query articulations (presented in Sect. 6.1) resemble the
GAV approach.
Concerning the translation facilities, relational mediators
attempt to construct exact translations of SQL queries,
while our mediators allow approximate translations of
boolean expressions through their articulations. We might
say that the answers returned by a relational mediator cor-
respond to the answers returned by a taxonomy-based me-
diator in the I−

l− model.
Moreover, in several approaches (e.g., in Infomaster) a
predicate corresponding to a source relation can appear
only in the head or in the tail of a rule. This means that
granularity heterogeneities cannot be tackled easily.

• A different approach to mediators can be found in [12],
which presents the fundamental features of a declarative
approach to information integration based on description
logics. The authors describe a methodology for integrating
relational sources, and they resort to very expressive logics
to bridge the heterogeneities between the unified view of
the mediator and the source views. However, the reason-
ing services for supporting translations have exponential
complexity, as opposed to the complexity of our media-
tors, which is polynomial. In addition, the eight possible
answers of our approach allow one to provide a novel query
relaxation facility.

• One difference between our approach and the system OB-
SERVER [41,42,52] is that OBSERVER requires merging
the ontologies of all underlying sources. Instead, we just
articulate the taxonomies of the sources with the taxonomy
of the mediator. Moreover, the compatibility condition in-
troduced here allows the mediator to draw conclusions
about the structure of a source taxonomy without having
to store that taxonomy.

• In the approximate query mapping approach of [14,15],
the translated queries minimally subsume the original
ones. However, the functionality offered by our media-
tors is different, first because we support negation while
they do not, and second because our mediators support
multiple operation modes, one of which is the case where
the translated queries subsume the original ones.

• An alternative solution to the problem of query relaxation
in mediators is query repairing described in [8]. If the sub-
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mitted query yields no answer, then the mediator provides
to the user an answer to a “similar” query. The selection of
this query is based on a measure of similarity between the
concepts and the predicates, which is based on the taxo-
nomic structure of the mediator’s ontology. In our opinion,
the eight answer models of our mediators offer a better
founded approach to query relaxation.

8 Concluding remarks

We have presented an approach to providing uniform access
to multiple taxonomy-based sources through mediators that
render the heterogeneities (naming, contextual, granularity)
of the sources transparent to users. This paper integrates and
extends the work presented in [70] and [73] and was inspired
by the approach presented in [65].

A user of the mediator, apart from being able to pose
queries in terms of a taxonomy that was not used to index the
objects of the sources being searched, gets an answer com-
prised of objects that are accompanied by descriptions over
the mediator’s taxonomy. A mediator is seen as just another
source, but without a stored interpretation. An interpretation
for the mediator is defined based on the interpretations stored
at the sources and on the articulations between the mediator
and the sources; and in fact, we have seen eight different ways
of defining a mediator interpretation depending on the nature
of the answers that the mediator provides to its users (Table 1).
Since the resulting mediator models are ordered, they can be
used to support a form of query relaxation.

Articulations can be defined by humans, but they can also
be constructed automatically or semiautomatically in some
specific cases, following a model-driven approach (e.g., [2,
53,64]) or a data-driven approach (e.g., [3,23,37,44,60,68]).

The distinctive features of our approach are the following:

• We assume that all sources have the same domain and the
same conceptualization of that domain. The intended do-
main is the Web, and each source views the Web as a set of
objects Obj (URLs) and stores information about a subset
of it (i.e., Oi ⊆ Obj). This means that each object has a
unique identity over all sources. From this point of view,
our mediators may be called object-oriented, as opposed
to mediators over relational sources, which may be called
value-oriented.

• We consider that the conceptual layer of each source is a
triple (T, �, I). This conceptual modeling approach has
two main advantages: (a) It is easy to create the con-
ceptual model of a source or a mediator, and (b) the
integration of information from multiple sources can be
done easily. Indeed, articulations offer a uniform method
of bridging naming, contextual, and granularity hetero-
geneities between the conceptual models of the sources.
Given this conceptual modeling approach, the mediator
does not have to tackle complex structural differences be-
tween the sources (as happens with relational mediators).
Moreover, it allows the integration of schema and data in a
uniform manner. For example, consider a source S having
the conceptual model shown in Fig. 3a and a source S′ hav-
ing the conceptual model shown in Fig. 3b, and suppose
that both sources are implemented in the relational model.
In source S, the concept wood would be represented at

the data level (it would be an element of the domain of
an attribute), while in S′, it would be a relation. Further-
more, this approach makes the automatic construction of
articulations feasible [68].

Summarizing, the taxonomy-based mediation approach
presented here offers the following advantages:

• Easy construction of mediators
A mediator can be easily constructed even by ordinaryWeb
users. Indeed, the simple conceptual modeling approach
that we adopt makes the definition of the mediator’s tax-
onomy and articulations very easy.

• Query relaxation
Often a query to a mediator yields no answer. The sure
and the possible answers of sources, as well as a media-
tor’s several modes of operation, offer a solution to this
problem.

• Efficient query evaluation
The time complexity of query translation at the mediator is
linear with respect to the size of the subsumption relations
of the mediator.

• Scalability
Articulation (instead of merging) enables a natural, incre-
mental evolution of a network of sources. The taxonomies
employed by Web catalogs contain very large numbers
of terms (e.g., the taxonomy of Open Directory contains
450,000 terms). Therefore, the articulation of taxonomies
has several advantages compared to taxonomy merging.
First, merging would introduce storage and performance
overheads. Second, full merging is a laborious task that in
many cases does not pay off because the integrated tax-
onomy becomes obsolete when the taxonomies involved
change. Another problem with full merging is that it usu-
ally requires full consistency, which may be hard to achieve
in practice, while articulation can work on locally consis-
tent parts of the taxonomies involved. However, note that
the taxonomies considered here present no consistency
problems. There may only be long cycles of subsumption
relationships that induce big classes of equivalent terms.

• Applicability
The taxonomy-based approach presented provides a flex-
ible and formal framework for integrating data from sev-
eral sources and/or for personalizing the contents of one
or more sources. The taxonomies considered fit quite well
with the content-based organizational structure ofWeb cat-
alogs (e.g.,Yahoo!, Open Directory), keyword hierarchies
(e.g., ACM’s thesaurus), XFML [1] taxonomies, and per-
sonal bookmarks. By defining a mediator, the user can
employ his own terminology to access and query several
Web catalogs, specifically those parts of the catalogs that
are of interest to him.
Moreover, as a mediator can also have a stored interpre-
tation, our approach can lead to a network of articulated
sources. Recall that a mediator can translate the descrip-
tions of the objects returned by the underlying sources.
This implies that all (or some) of these objects can be
straightforwardly stored in the mediator base (under terms
of the mediator taxonomy).

An interesting line of research would be to investigate
query evaluation and updating in a network of articulated
sources. Another interesting line would be to investigate how
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the mediator can exploit the object indexes that are returned by
a compatible source in order to check whether that source re-
mains compatible. If we consider sources that answer queries
by returning an ordered set of objects, the mediator should also
return ordered sets of objects. It would then be interesting to
investigate whether the work presented in this paper can be
integrated with the work presented in [67] and [26].

Appendix: Proofs

Proposition 1. If I is an interpretation of T , then I− is the
unique minimal model of T that is greater than or equal to I .

Proof. (I− is a model of T )
t � t′ ⇒ tail(t) ⊆ tail(t′) ⇒ ⋃{I(s) | s ∈ tail(t)} ⊆⋃{I(s) | s ∈ tail(t′)} ⇒ I−(t) ⊆ I−(t′). Thus I− is a
model of T .

(I− is the unique minimal model of T which is greater
than I .)
Let I ′ be a model of T that is larger than I . Below we prove
that I− � I ′. By the definition of I−(t), if o ∈ I−(t), then
either o ∈ I(t) or o ∈ I(s) for a term s such that s � t.
However, if o ∈ I(t), then o ∈ I ′(t) too because I ′ is larger
than I , and if o ∈ I(s) for a term s such that s � t, then
o ∈ I ′(t) too because I ′ is a model of T . We conclude that for
every o ∈ I−(t) it holds that o ∈ I ′(t). Thus I− is the unique
minimal model T that is larger than I . �
Proposition 2. If I is an interpretation of T , then I+ is a model
of T and I � I− � I+.

Proof. (I+ is a model of T )
t � t′ ⇒ {u | u ∈ head(t)} ⊇ {u | u ∈ head(t′)} ⇒
{u | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t} ⊇
{u | u ∈ head(t′) and u �∼ t′} ⇒⋂{I(u) | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t} ⊆⋂{I(u) | u ∈ head(t′) and u �∼ t′} ⇒ I+(t) ⊆ I+(t′).

(I− � I+)
Clearly, if t ∈ T , u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t, then in every

model I of T we have I(t) ⊆ I(u). Thus this also holds in the
model I−, i.e., I−(t) ⊆ I−(u). From this we conclude that
for every t ∈ T :
I−(t) ⊆ ⋂{I−(u) | u ∈ head(t) and u �∼ t} = I+(t).
Thus I− � I+. �
Proposition 3. The answer models of the mediator are ordered
as follows:

(a) I−
l− � I−

l+
(b) I−

u− � I−
u+

(c) I+
l− � I+

l+
(d) I+

u− � I+
u+

(e) I−
l− � I+

l−
(f) I−

l+ � I+
l+

(g) I−
u− � I+

u−
(h) I−

u+ � I+
u+

Proof. The proofs of propositions (a)–(d) derive easily from
the fact that in every model Ii of a source Si it holds that
I−
i � I+

i .
The proofs of propositions (e)–(h) derive easily from the

fact that in every model I of the mediator it holds that I− �
I+. �

Proposition 4. If all sources are compatible with the mediator,
then

(1) I−
l− � I−

u−
(2) I−

l+ � I−
u+

(3) I+
l− � I+

u−
(4) I+

l+ � I+
u+

Proof. Let t be a term of T . Clearly, for every s ∈ taili(t) and
u ∈ headi(t) it holds that saiu (because sait and taiu). Since
the source Si is compatible, we know that saiu ⇒ s �i u.
This implies that in every model Ii of Ti it holds that⋃

{Ii(s) | sait} ⊆
⋂

{Ii(u) | taiu} ⇔
Ii(til) ⊆ Ii(tiu).

From Ii(til) ⊆ Ii(tiu) we infer that I−
i (til) ⊆ I−

i (tiu) and
I+
i (til) ⊆ I+

i (tiu). From this we obtain propositions (1)–(4).
For example, the proof of proposition (1) i.e., I−

l− � I−
u−,

and proposition (3) i.e., I+
l− � I+

u−, is derived as follows:
Since ∀ t ∈ T and ∀ i = 1..k it holds that I−

i (til) ⊆ I−
i (tiu),

we conclude that⋃
i=1..k

I−
i (til) ⊆

⋃
i=1..k

I−
i (tiu) ⇔

Il−(t) ⊆ Iu−(t) ⇒
{

I−
l− � I−

u− (I1 � I3)
I+
l− � I+

u− (I5 � I7).

�Proposition 5. If q = t ∈ T , then I−
l (t) and I−

u (t) can be
evaluated as follows:

I−
l (t) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(t)) where qi

l(t) =
∨

{si
l | s � t}

I−
u (t) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
u(t)) where qi

u(t) =
∨

{si
u | s � t}.

Proof.

I−
l (t) =

⋃
{Il(s) | s ∈ tail(t)} =

⋃
{Il(s) | s � t}

=
⋃

{∪i=1..kIi(si
l) | s � t}

=
⋃

i=1..k

{∪Ii(si
l) | s � t}

=
⋃

i=1..k

Ii(
∨

{si
l | s � t}) =

⋃
i=1..k

Ii(qi
l(t)).

Analogously, we prove that I−
u (t) =

⋃
i=1..k Ii(qi

u(t)). �
Proposition 6. D−(o) =

⋃{head(t) | o ∈ I(t)}
Proof.

D−(o) = {t ∈ T | o ∈ I−(t)}
= {t ∈ T | o ∈ ∪{I(s) | s � t}}
= {t ∈ T | o ∈ I(s) and s � t}
=
⋃

{head(s) | o ∈ I(s)}.

�Proposition 7. D+(o) = {t | head(t) \ {t′|t′ ∼ t} ⊆
D−(o)}.
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Proof. t ∈ D+(o) ⇔ o ∈ I+(t) ⇔ o ∈ ⋂{I−(u) | u ∈
head(t) and u �∼ t} ⇔
o ∈ I−(u) ∀ u ∈ head(t) s.t. u �∼ t ⇔ u ∈ D−(o) ∀ u ∈
head(t) s.t. u �∼ t ⇔ head(t) \ {t′|t′ ∼ t} ⊆ D−(o). �
Proposition 8.

Dl(o) =
⋃

i=1..k

Di
l(o), where

Di
l(o) = {t ∈ T | ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t}

Du(o) =
⋃

i=1..k

Di
u(o), where

Di
u(o) = {t ∈ T | (headi(t) �= ∅ and headi(t) ⊆ Di(o)) or

(headi(t) = ∅ and ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t)}.

Proof. Consider a mediator over a single source Si and let o
be an object stored at that source. Let ti ∈ Di(o), where Ii is
the answer model of the source Si that is used by the mediator.
If ∃ t ∈ T such that ti ai t, then certainly o ∈ Il(t) (since
Il(t) =

⋃{I(ti) | ti ai t}), thus t ∈ Dl(o). Hence Dl(o) =
{t ∈ T | ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t}. However, since there are
many sources, we denote the right part of the above formula
by Di

l(o), and since an object may belong to more than one
source, we arrive at the following: Dl(o) =

⋃
i=1..k Di

l(o).
Consider again a mediator over a single source Si and let

o be an object stored at that source. If ∃ t ∈ T such that
headi(t) �= ∅ and headi(t) ⊆ Di(o), then certainly o ∈
Iu(t) (since Iu(t) =

⋂{I(ti) | t ai ti}), thus certainly t ∈
Du(o). If ∃ t ∈ T such that headi(t) = ∅ and there is a
ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t, then certainly o ∈ Iu(t) (since in
this case Iu(t) =

⋃{I(ti) | ti ai t}). Hence Du(o) = {t ∈
T | (headi(t) �= ∅ and headi(t) ⊆ Di(o)) or (headi(t) =
∅ and ti ∈ Di(o) and ti ai t)}. However, since there are
many sources, we denote the right part of the above formula
by Di

u(o), and since an object may belong to more than one
source, we arrive at the following: Du(o) =

⋃
i=1..k Di

u(o).
�
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